






6/23/2023 

 

To the members of the Planning Board, 

 

Thank you for considering out application to build an addition to our home at 36 Tobey Road.  We have 
been working with our architect, Richard Boccelli, for several years to formalize this design.   

 

My wife Lisa and I moved to 36 Tobey Road, a three-bedroom home, in March 2018.   We moved from 
New York with our three-year-old Charlie to be closer to Lisa’s parents in Needham.  After looking at 
several towns in the area, we were sold on Belmont because of the great schools, easy commute to 
Mass General Hospital, where I work as a psychiatrist, and the small-town feel.  Our second son, Jack, 
was born shortly after we moved in.   

 

We have been very happy with our home and have grown warmly attached to our neighborhood and 
our neighbors.  They are our closest friends, and their children are our children’s closest friends.   

 

We would like to build an addition because our home has gotten too small and will get much tighter as 
our children get bigger.  Lisa and I both work from home, but since there are no spare bedrooms, our 
“offices” are less-than-desirable.  We also have one full bathroom which will be difficult to negotiate 
when our children are in middle and high school.  When my parents visit from New York they stay at a 
hotel, and we would like to be able to host them.  We would use our fourth bedroom as on office/guest 
room.     

 

We have looked extensively at alternatives to building this addition.  We have looked carefully at the 
local real estate market, and we have determined that moving into a comparable four-bedroom house 
in in a comparable location in Belmont, is unfortunately well out of our budget.  Our children are doing 
very well in the school system and have many friends in Belmont, so we absolutely do not want to look 
in other towns.         

 

We were introduced to Richard by our next-door neighbors, Dave and Tricia Kahn at 32 Tobey Road.  
Richard designed the addition to their house several years before we moved in.  His work on the Kahn’s 
home is incredibly impressive for many reasons, including his ability to match to unique brick colonial 
style of the immediate neighborhood.  Our home is also brick and maintaining our home’s place in the 
community’s aesthetic style has always been central to our vision for the addition.  Many of the homes 
in our vicinity have had similar additions put on over the years, so we believe this addition would be 
consistent with the look and feel of the neighborhood.  Since many of the houses in our immediate 
vicinity have had similar additions, we believe the proposed addition is in scale and mass for the 



neighborhood, especially with respect to our abutters.  Again, our direct abutters, who submitted a 
letter of support for this project, had a large addition built by the same architect.  We believe the new 
addition is very much in harmony with the neighborhood.   

The proposed project would not generate increased traffic, parking, noise, or density or other 
detrimental impacts in the neighborhood.  We believe the addition will not be substantially more 
detrimental than the existing nonconforming structure.  To further improve the harmony of this project 
in the neighborhood, we are providing a landscaped screening and buffering along our direct abutters.      

 

We strongly believe that Richard’s design will allow our family to remain comfortably in our home for 
many years to come, and positively contribute to the architectural style of the neighborhood.  We 
appreciate your consideration of our application.   

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Jeff Kerner and Lisa Zaval 

 

 















































LOT AREA = 6192sf

EXISTING LOT COVERAGE NON OPEN PROPOSED LOT COVERAGE NON OPEN
DWELLING 794.21 DWELLING 1337.5
FRONT STAIR 40.8 FRONT STAIR 40.8
REAR DECK / STAIRS 134.92 REAR DECK / STAIRS 94.61
GARAGE 359.77 21.4744832 SHED 74 24.98239664
PARKING 382.57 PARKING 358.42
DRIVEWAY 221.91 DRIVEWAY 299.94

1934.18 31.23675711 2205.27 35.61482558
OPEN SPACE 68.76324289 OPEN SPACE 64.38517442

EXISTING AREAS PROPOSED AREAS
BASEMENT 719 BASEMENT 719
FIRST FLOOR 799 FIRST FLOOR 1298
SECOND FLOOR 796 SECOND FLOOR 1325
PARKING (GARAGE) 360 PARKING (GARAGE) 224
TOTAL EXISTING AREA 2674 TOTAL PROPOSED AREA 3566

INCREASED AREA 0.333583
AVERAGE GRADE 100.3

100.59
100.36

99.13
102.37

98.99
99.59

100.21
100.1925

MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT 128.59 PEAK
100.1925 AVERAGE GRADE

28.3975 HEIGHT =< 30' MAX ALLOWED
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